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...where OSCON is held...

...to warn you...
About the coming Zombie Apocalypse
Or as we like to refer to it...



Z-Day

When the unthinking armies will overrun the Earth





In Portland, we take preparation for Z-Day very seriously.
We hold conferences...



And show training films...



And run disaster prepardness drills...



We take our drills very seriously.



I do my civic duty by participating.



Being a zombie, it's not so bad.
You don't get sick.
No more job to worry about.
Goth chicks dig zombies
Zombies don't really have to make a whole lot of decisions
They just follow the crowd
And what do all zombies want?





Brains



Zombies
Need
Brains

Zombies feed on brains
But so do programming languages



Perl
Needs
Brains

Perl lives on brains
Your brains
Perl is in danger of having it's brain supply cut off.





"Perl, does anyone use that 
anymore?"

When I tell folks that I use Perl, this is what I often get back.
Boy, I NEVER get tired of hearing that one.



"Perl is like COBOL."

Meaning the only reason people write Perl is because their company already has a big pile of 
Perl



"Perl is dead."

Perl isn't dead, but there are many who are ready to bury it.
And if people keep repeating that "Perl is dead" it will die.



We know this isn't true



Count Bunce
"Perl Myths" slideshare.net
Related blog posts



Average Uploads/Month

23

Did I say it was a vibrant and growing developer community?

(2008 may be slightly exaggerated as it!s extrapolated from January data.)
The trend is clear.

Certainly doesn!t look like a dead language!

http://services.alphaworks.ibm.com/manyeyes/view/SmAgULsOtha6C7W~7CInL2~

Average CPAN uploads per month
More than doubled this year



One quarter of all CPAN distributions have been updated in the last 4 months
Half in the last 17.



Perl conferences by year.
21 this year.



But there is a problem.



Perception



WE know Perl isn't dying



Does anyone else know?

But if everyone is isn't made aware of that, they'll keep repeating "Perl is dead"
Then people outside Perl will believe it, they don't know any better.
And they won't use Perl.

Why is that bad?



No tasty brains for Perl

The perception that Perl is dying threatens to cut off new programmers, projects and jobs 
from trying Perl.



"Perl is dead."

Then the perception



 Perl is dead.

Becomes reality



How did we get here?
We had the web!
We had O'Reilly!
We're an integral part of Unix!
What happened?



Ghandi said of the Indian revolution against the British
And Chip Salzenberg quoted about Topaz (the first attempt at Perl 6)...



First they ignore you...



Then they laugh at you...



Then they fight you...



Then you win.



We won.



Then what?



We became the Empire



We ignored...

Ruby



We laughed...

at PHP



We fought...

with Python



Now they may win.





What happened?



Perl is no longer unique



Back in the 90s



When the web was starting out
If you wanted to get some work done quick what was there?



shell?
C?

TCL?
Lisp?

Visual BASIC?

shell is a toy
There's nothing rapid about programming C
TCL 7 was slow
Lisp... nobody used Lisp
No one in their right mind would run a Windows server (didn't stop anyone)



Ruby?

Came out in 1995.  .com boom was half over.
That was that thing they use in Japan anyway.



Java?

1995.
Too damn slow.



PHP?

Appeared in 1995, too late.
And it was a laughable toy



Python?

Python 1.0 came out 1994, too late.
Took a long time to get out of the research world.



Perl

No, if you wanted to get some code written fast AND have it run fast AND it be extensible 
AND not know much about programming AND have any sort of installed base there was Perl 
and that was about it.

Perl was already on the scene.  perl4 came out in 1991 and was already installed on many 
machines.  There was a ready made CGI library.  The obvious choice to conquer the web.



And we did.
There was a niche to be filled, and we filled it.
Perl tore across the web like an American cowboy on speed.
We blazed the trail
We showed that a programming language could be easy to write AND fast
We made it dead easy to write web sites



Perl owned the Web 1.0

We kept getting better and better and faster and faster at writing web sites



Then the Web 2.0 happened



And we missed it

We kept on working on the Web 1.0.
We refined on a dying technique
We hated Javascript



Something else happened
While we were refining our Web 1.0 skills



Dynamic languages grew up

PHP and Ruby and Python got better, faster
They attracted more people, more brains
They got their own libraries and modules



Perl is no longer the only 
game in town

And this is not something we're used to.
We now have serious, direct competitors for our niche.





I've attended a couple BarCamps
These are informal geek conferences
Held around the world
Self-scheduling using a "grid"
They're a great mix of different interests and technologies that you wouldn't think to 
associate with otherwise.
I always learn a lot

"Peak Oil", "Calagator", "After OpenID", "Open Hardware", "How To Lie With Statistics", 
"PostgreSQL", "Flexspace", "Bacon", "Portland Beer Wiki", "Bikes", "User Communities", 
"Applying MMO Game Ideas to the Workplace", "Checkbox Software Licensing", "Pirates Paying 
Artists", "EVE Online"...

People were talking not about technology, but what they wanted to DO with technology.

Nobody fought about PHP vs Perl or Postgres vs MySQL because that's not what they care 
about.

They didn't care how it did what it did, but just what it did.

Contrast with a Perl conference, which is Perl programers talking to Perl programmers



The problem with 
programmers is they care 

about code.



Perl has CPAN
CPAN is all about modules for programmers
What does PHP have?



Well, there's PEAR...
but where the real fun is at...



Wordpress Plugins (and other application plugins)
Look at the numbers there.
2162 plugins.  4 million downloads.
That's CPAN range.

Each popular PHP app pulls in more fresh brains for Perl.



Users don't care about 
code



Users care about getting 
things done

What does this have to do with getting brains for Perl?



Users become 
programmers

Purely by accident
Purely by wanting to be able to do more and more complicated things





Perl talks to itself

"The Echo Chamber"



Our own tools



Our own protocols



Our own conferences



Our own blog sites



Our own blog journal sites



Our own vocabulary



Our own software repository



Our own forums



Our own mailing lists



Our own social clubs

I was talking with a student in Edinburgh and invited him to an Edinburgh.pm meeting
He was fascinated at the idea of a social club about a programming language.
What did we do there?  (Well, we drank excellent scotch whiskey).



Perl does not play well with 
others

The community anyway
Which is ironic for a "glue" language



But I have not come here to bury Perl
I have come to...



RAISE IT FROM THE DEAD!



What can YOU do?

What can you do to fight the "Perl is dead" perception?



Get seen OUTSIDE of Perl



Get your own domain

If you have an idea for a Perl project, don't request a perl.org or cpan.org domain
Start your own
Centralization of servers is a Web 1.0 idea.
We have RSS and JSON to talk to each other now.
Spread out
More Perl web sites means more perception that Perl is lively



Do some SEO

The good Perl web sites need to show up on Google
Do some search engine optimization
Make sure the right words are showing up on your web site and are in the meta



Program like a user



Code it like you stole it



Code it like you stole it



Code it like you're going to 
use it



Don't write the next great 
Perl app



Write the next great app...
in Perl!



Install a PHP app

Choke it down!
PHP apps are dead simple to install
Unzip in a web directory
Go to a special URL in a web browser
Fill out some form items
You're live
Try installing and admining Wordpress
It's gorgeous
Think about how to do that in Perl



Make the first 10 minutes 
easy

The first ten minutes is when a user knows the least and is most likely to get frustrated and 
give up.
PHP makes the first 10 minutes easy
Make installing and configuring your app just as easy



Fix the first 10 minutes of 
CPAN

CPAN needs...



Dependability



Shipability

Shipwright
Magic Catalyst installer



Searchability



Simple Setup



Write some Javascript

Like it or not, the Web 2.0 runs on Javascript
And it's gotten a lot better.



This is a great book.
This is a thin book.



Write some Javascript

We want to be writing Javascript, and it's good to know Javascript
but really we want to be writing Perl.



Write some Perl to write 
some Javascript

Because Perl makes good glue
Jemplate



Go to other geek events

Portland is full of geek conferences, meetings and socials that have nothing to do with Perl or 
any other programming language.
I suspect Tokyo is, too.
BarCamp is great
Go to them.
Meet new people
Absorb new ideas
Talk about Perl with them
Collaborate on a project



Use existing protocols

They attach us to other communities
THROUGH CODE
They provide technical links and reasons for us to collaborate
Like it or not, Perl can't go alone anymore



"CPAN Faces" uses Gravatars
They're attached to your email address, not CPAN.
So they magically appear in other places
In other communities.



Write Perl 6 Tests

Perl 6 is our future
Go to #parrot on irc.perl.org




